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ABSTRACT 

An equation of state for chain fluids has been derived through the r-particle cavity

correlation function (CCF) for chains obtained from sticky spheres; here r is the chain 

length. The r-particle CCF is approximated by a product of effective two-particle 

CCFs, accounting for nearest-neighbor correlations and next-to-nearest-neighbor 

correlations. For hard-sphere chain fluids (HSCF), the density dependence for 

nearest-neighbor effective two-particle CCFs is detenillned by the equation of 

Tildesley-Streett for hard-sphere dumbbells and that for next-to-neares~-neighbor 
_/ ' 

effective two-particle CCFs by computer-simulation results for hard-sphere trimers. 

The final equation of state has a simple form which gives compressibility factors and 

second virial coefficients for homonuclear HSCFs covering a wide range of chain 

length (up to r=201) in excellent agreement with computer simulations. ~atisfactory 

comparisons are also obtained between predicted and computer-simulation results for 

homonuclear HSCF mixtures, HSCFs containing side-chains and rings, and 

heteronuclear HSCFs (copolymers). 

a: To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, much attention has been given toward development of an 

equaJon of state fo~ an assembly of chain-like molecules. Numerous studies are 

based on modifications of the lattice theory1 (e.g. Sanchez and Lacombe, Kleintjens 

and Koningsveld, Hu, Ying, Wu and Prausnitz), but most recent efforts are of the 

free-space (off-lattice) forms; they tend to be based on the perturbation theory and the 

integral theory of fluids (e.g. Wertheim2
, Chapman, Gubbins, Jackson and Radosz3

, 

Chang and Sandler4
, Phan, Kierlik, Rosinberg, Yu and Ste115

, Walsh and Gubbins6
, 

Amos and Jackson7
, Jolmson, Mueller and Gubbins8

, Ghonasgi and Chapman9
, 

Chiew10
, Song, Lambert and Prausnitz11

), or on generalized Flory theory coupled 

with the concept of insertion probability (e.g. Dickman and Hall 12
, Bokis, Donohue 

and Hall13
, Yethiraj and Hall14

). 

The equation of state derived here follows from ideas that are somewhat 
) 

different from those typically found in the literature. We do not use lattice theory, nor 

the perturbation theory and the integral theory of fluids, nor insertion probabilities. 

Instead, similar to Zhou and Stell15
, we define an r-particle cavity-correlation function 

(CCF) for chains formed by sticky spheres; here r is the chain length. In terms of r-

particle CCF, we obtain expressions for the Helmholtz function and the equation of 

state. To make progress, we require information concerning the density dependence 

of the r-particle CCF. We establish that information in two steps. First, we use an 

idea similar to Kirkwood's superposition approximation wherein we retain nearest-

2 
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neighbor and next-to-nearest neighbor correlations. Second, we establish those 

correl~tions using the d~bbell equation of Tildesley and Streett16 for nearest-

neighbor correlations and computer-simulation results for hard-sphere trimers for 

next -to-nearest -neighbor correlations. 

II. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES FROM THE 

r-PARTICLE CAVITY CORRELATION FUNCTION 

We consider a multi component system composed of r different species S; , 

where i=1, 2, 3, ... ,r. These species can form an r-mer by the' reaction 

The configuration of the r-mer is shown in Figure 1, where n is the number of 

segments in the main chain; s is the number of segments in the side chain 

which starts from thefih segment in the main chain; n+s=r. For each nearest-neighbor 

pair S,-S1, there are my· different interaction configurations; .each, configuration is 

characterized by an inter-segment distance vector Lij.k, where k= 1, 2, 3, ... , miJ· . These 

vectors originate from a definite number of interaction sites on each segment. The 

corresponding magnitude is Lv· , irrespective of k. 

By adopting the sticky-point model of Cummings and Stell17 for each nearest-

neighbor pair, the Mayer function for a group ofr segments can be expresse,d as: 

.rs(rs) .s = -1 + fl (L .. ~s(r .. - L .. '·)I 12't .. J }~12"" . I) I) y,.. I) 
1=1 k=l 

J=i+l (1) 

=-1 + exp{ -Pe~~2 ... s,) , 

3 
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where the product covers all possible nearest-neighbor segment pairs. For example, 

for an r-mer shown in Figure 1, when i=n, n should be changed to f and j=n+ 1. 

Variables rii and rij are the inter-segment distance vector and the corresponding 

magnitude, respectively. Symbol o is a Kronecker delta; a if is the collision diameter; 

r:-:- 1 is the stickiness parameter; and ~- s s is the attractive energy at distances 
IJ ":S1 2··· r 

beyond the collision diameter; Es
1
s

2 
..• s, is not a constant but a function of rij· When 

r;
1 

< cr if , the corresponding r-particle total correlation function can be written as : 

(r) r-1 ·( m;· ) 
hss s =-1+ f1 J... .. L..~o(r---L··,~c)112 

I 2 ··· r i= 1 I] I] k= 1 I] I] ' 

j=i+1 

r--< cr .. . I] I] (2) 

where 1i,. is a· distribution parameter related to rij1
• 

To form chains, we start with a mixture of monomers. ( The monomers 

comprising a chain are not necessarily identical.) In general, an r-mer may contain r 

different monomers. Our initial mixture of monomers contains r species. All chains 

formed from this mixture of monomers have the same chain length r. For complete 

aggregation, the mole fractions of all different monomers must be the same; the 

number density for each species, associated or unassociated, equals a constant: 

Pos = Pos = · · · = Pos = Po I 2 r 
(3) 

4 
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It is convenient to define a, the· degree of association, by 

(4) 

where g~~J2 ... s, is the r-particle radial distribution function; ~~i2 .. .s, = gtJ
2 

... s, -1 . 

The integration should cover all possible configurations of an r-mer. Substitution of 

eq.(2) into eq.(4) yields 

· r-1 • r-l 

a= rop(i-1 n ( (l~.!iL!i /12)( 41t L~ )] = rop(i-1 n ( A.!i1t L~ I 3) 
. z=1 1=1 

(5) 

j=i+l j=i+l 

where ro , the number of possible configurations for an r-mer, is a constant that r 

cancels out in the final results. The association ratio K is defined by 

(6) 

When all number densities· approach ~ero, K approaches· K0 which is determined by 

the Mayer function: 

Substitution of eq.(l) yields 

5 
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r-I r-I 

K0 = ro n [ ( Lv· I 12 -r if)( 47t L~)] = ro n ( 1t L~ I 3-r v·) 
z=l z=l 

j=i+l j=i+I 

(8) 

We are now able to define the r-particle cavity correlation function (CCF): 

(9) 

When rij = Ly,k>( k = 1,2,3, ... ,m!i), the assembly of r particles becomes an r-mer. By 

substituting eqs.(1),(2),(5),(6) and (8) into eq.(9), we have a useful expression for the 

r-particle CCF for an r-mer associate: 

r-1 K 
Ys(r)s s (L)= fl (-r .. J... .. )=-(1-aY 

I 2··· r . 1J 1J V 
z=l .l\..0 

(10) 

j=i+I 

where L represents a set of Lij,k· 

To obtain the Helmholtz function, we use its functional derivative with respect 

to the Mayer function for an r-particle group, which is related to the r-particle CCF 

by 

(11) 

From eq.(l) we have 

6 
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. ~~( ~ J attJ ... s = D L~;LS(rif-Lif.k)/12 8tij
1 

I. 
2 

' i=l k=l 
(12) 

j=i+l 

;.·' Substituting eq.(l2) into eq.(Il ), integrating twice, first from Lv:k- to Lv:k+ and then 

from 0 to ·r;/, we have 

. (13) 

Here No is the total number of monomers prior to association. From eqs.( 5) and (1 0), 

. (14) 

Substitution into eq.(l3) yields 

(15) 

To obtain the equation of state, we use the thermodynamic relation: 
_.-

(16) 

7 
\ 
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Substitution of eqs.(5),(10) and (13) into eq.(16) yields 

(17) 

Eq. (15) gtves the generalized Helmholtz function and eq.(l7) gtves the 

generalized equation of state for an equimolar mixture of original monomers where 

some monomers have associated into r-mers. When the degree of association a 

equals unity, eqs.(15) and (17) are generalized equations for a chain fluid. Because 

neither the sizes of monomers nor the configurations of a chain have been restricted, 

those equations can be applied to homonuclear chain fluids with or without side 

chains and rings, as well as to heteronuclear chain fluids such as random or block 

copolymers. 

III. THE r-PARTICLE CAVITY CORRELATION FUNCTION 

As shown in eqs.(15) and (17), the key to obtaining the Helmholtz function and 

the equation of state is provided by information on the r-particle CCF for an r-mer 

chain with a particular configuration. In principle, the r-particle CCF could be 

determined by the inter-segment potential function or the Mayer function. In effect, 

8 
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Cummings and Stell17 have done so using the Percus-Y evick approximation for 

dimers. However, at present it is not possible to use a similar approach for polymers. 

Zhou and Ste1115 adopted a ·linear approximation and simplified the r-particle 

CCF by using the nearest-neighbor two-particle CCF raised to an empirical power. 

Following Zhou and Stell, and inspired by Kirkwood's superposition approximation, 

we propose ,to calculate the r-particle CCF as tlle product of two contributions: a 

chemical contribution (1- a)r dependent on the degree of association, and a physical 

contribution expressed by .the product of nearest-neighbor effective two-particle 

CCFs y~:;L and the product of next-to-nearest-neighbor effective two-particle CCFs 

y~~~~2 • The chemical term (1- a Y satisfies the boundary condition that when all 

number densities approach zero, y~~\ .. -.s." (L) = ( 1- a Y according to eq .(I 0) while the 

physical contribution to CCF is reduced to unity. As for the physical term, this 

procedure retains the most essential part of the r-particle CCF. It provides a 

' reasonable approximation because it makes a first-order attempt to include higher 

correlations between segments in a chain; it neglects only correlations between two 

segments that are separated by more than one segment. 

r-1 r-2 
<r> (L) = (I- a.)r 0 (2e) n (2e) Y S1S2 ... S, . Y S;S;.1 . Y S;S;.2 

. t=l t=l 

I (18) 

In this equation, the first product covers all possible nearest-neighbor segment pairs; 

the second product covers all possible next-to-nearest-neighbor segment pairs. The 
. 

generalized Helmholtz function becomes 

9 
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p[A(a)-A(a=O)]! N0 =ln(l-a)+a(r-l)lr (19) 

However, this equation is of no use when a= I. We obtain a useful equation for the 

residual Helmholtz function later. 

The generalized equation of state is 

. R[p(a)- p(a:::: 0)] a ~ r-1 olny~2;) r-2 olny~2;) l 
JJ = --lr -1 +PoL i i+I +PoL i i+2 J (20) 

rp0 r i=l op0 i=l op0 

To obtain a useful result, we require the density dependences of nearest-neighbor and 

next-to-nearest-neighbor effective two-particle CCFs and an equation of state for 

monomers. 

IV. EQUATION OF STATE FOR HOMONUCLEAR HARD-SPHERE-

CHAIN FLUIDS AND FLUID MIXTURES 

Pure Homonuclear Hard-Sphere-Chain Fluids 

For a homonuclear chain, we designate the total number of nearest-neighbor 

segment pairs by 'Sisi+l ; neglecting end effects, all segment pairs have approximately 

the same effective two-particle CCF. We designate the total number of next-to-

10 
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nearest -neighbor · se~ent pairs by rs;S;+2 and again we do not distinguish between 

different homonuclear pairs. Eqs (19) and (20) can be further simplified. For a pure 

homonuclear HSCF, ~ = 1 ; the equation of state and the residual Helmholtz function 

are: 

dln (2e) dln (2e) 
13 P · O) [( ) Ysisi+l Ys;S;+2 ] 

Z = - = rZ{ a = - r- 1 + r.s.s. 11 + rs s 11 dn · p Q I t+l d11 i i+2 , I 
(21) 

(22) 

where 'S;s;+I = r- 1 ; rs;s;+
2 

= r- 2; Ar is the residual Helmholtz function; rJ is the 

reduced density; rJ = m-p0u
3 I 6; and N is the total number of chain molecules. 

Eq.(21) comes directly from eq.(20). Eq.(22) is obtained by integration of eq.(l6)1 

with the pressure substituted by eq.(21). The corresponding monomer system is a 

hard-sphere fluid. Therefore,: for a=O, we use the well-known Carnahan-Starling 

equation. 

Z(a = 0) = PP = 1 + '!]+ '1]2; '1]3 

rpo (1-rJ) · (23) 

pAr( a= 0) 3'1]- 1 1 

rN =(l-rJ)+(1-rJ)2 (24) 

II 
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The density dependence of the effective two-particle CCF Yi~~~~ for the nearest-

neighbor pair can be derived from the Tildesley-Streett equation16 
· for hard 

dumbbells. The result is. 

(25) 

(26) 

a2 = 0.45696 , b2 = 2.10386 , L2 = 1.75503 . (27) 

To obtain the density dependence of .the effective two-particle CCF y~~~~2 for the 

next-to-nearest-neighbor pair, we assume a similar expression. 

(28) 

where parameters a 30 , b30 , c30 are obtained by fitting computer-simulation data for 

compressibility factors for linear· homonuclear hard-sphere trimers (Amos and 

Jackson18
; MUller and Gubbins19

). 

(29) 

a3 = -0.74745 , b3 = 3.49695 ; c3 = 4.83207 . (30) 

12 
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For homonuclear HSCFs, the final equation of state and excess Helmholtz function 

are given by remarkably simple forms: 

f3 p = 1 +a 17 + b7]2
- c 7J 3 

Po (1-1] )3 

pAr_ (3+a-b+3c)7]-(1+a+b-c) 1+a+b-c ( _
1
)
1 

{
1
- ) 

N - { ) + { )2 + c n 1] 21-7]. 21-7] 

where a, b and c are functions of chain length r only: 

r-l r-Ir-2 
a=r(I+-a +----a) · r 2 r r 3 

r-1 r-1r-2 
b=r(I+-b +--b) r 2 r r 3 

r-1 r-1r-2 
c=r(1+--c +----c) 

r 2 r r 3 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

To test the reliability of the above equations, we compare predicted results with 

computer-simulation data. Figures 2, 3 and 4 compare calculated compressibility 

factors for homonuclear HSCFs (with chain length r ~ 16, 51, 201) with those from 

computer-simulation data (Denlinger and Hall20
; Dickman and Hall 12

; Gao and 

Weine~ 1 ; Yethiraj and Hall14
;) Also shown are calculated results by 

TPT1(Wertheim5
), GFD · (Yethiraj and Hall14

) and PY-CS of Chiew 10
• 

13 
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Compressibility ·ractors predicted by eq.(31) are in nearly perfect agreement with 

simulations, over a wide range of chain length. 

From eq.(31), the_ reduced second virial coefficient for homonuclear HSCFs is 

(36) 

Figure 5 compares second virial coefficients predicted by this work to those 

obtained by TPTI (Wertheim2
), 'Zhou-Stell15

, GFD (Bonnell and Hall22
) with MC 

data (Yethiraj et al.23
). 

Homonuclear Hard-Sphere-Chain Fluid Mixtures 

For hard-sphere-chain fluid mixtures, eqs.(21) and (22) can be extended. For a K-

component mixture, 

. ~ K · dln (2e) . K dln (2e) . l 
Z -z( O) l- 1. " Ys,s,+t<'> " Ys,s1+2<,> J = r a= - r - + ~X/s -s. 1<;>77 d + ~x;rs -s. 2 <;>77 d 

i=l J J+' TJ i=l J J+ TJ (37) 

(38) 

14 
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where r; and X; are the chain length and the mole fraction of component . i 

respectively; xi = Ni I N ; N; and N are numbers of molecules for component i and 

the whole system, respectively; r = L~1 X;fi is the average chain length; Y?se) (i) and 
. J J+l 

Yi~;~+2 u) are· two-particle CCFs for component i which can be calculated from 

eqs.(25) and (28). Because monomers for different components may have different 

sizes, instead of the Carnahan-Starling equation, Z( a= 0) and A r (a = 0) are now 

calculated from the Mansoori-Carnahan-Starling-Leland equation24
. 

I BE E3 

1
1+3--F p2 

Z(a= 0) = 1+1J1 1_
77 

+ 

l 

where 

BE E3 

3---p-17-Jil 
(l:-7]r 

K 3 

E3 l 
2Ji2 I 

+ ( )3 I l-7] J 

B= 

K 2 
~N;Y;CT; 

' E = ..!.1.=.!= K,----

L.N.r:u. K - I I I -rr 
F - ..!.;.=.!=!.,.,___ ~~ " 3 

- K ' 1] = -
6 

L...lfP;CT; 
LN;r; 
i=l 

"N i=l 
£... ;Y; 
i=l 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

15 
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Figures 6 and 7 show comparisons between predicted compressibility factors of 

homonuclear HSCF mixtures and corresponding MC data (Honnell and Hale5
). The 

prediction is nearly perfect. 

Homonuclear Hard-Sphere-Chain Fluids With Side Chains 

We consider a homonuclear chain molecule with side chains. Of the total r 

segments, there are r 1 segments in the main chain which are bonded to one side-chain 

(single branch), and r2 segments in the main chain which are bonded to two side-

chains (double branch). If we ignore the steric hindrance between different side-

chains, similarly, all CCFs for nearest-neighbor segment pairs are then equal to each 

other, all CCFs for next-to-nearest-neighbor segment pairs are equal to each other. 

The total number of nearest-neighbor segment pairs is the same as that in a linear 

homonuclear chain with the same number of segments. However, the total number of 

next-to-nearest-neighbor segment pairs is different from that of the corresponding 

linear chain. Each single branch has one more next-to-nearest-neighbor segment pair, 

each double branch has three more pairs, in comparison with the corresponding linear 

chain with the same number of segments. Eqs.(21) and (22) can then be used for the 

equation of state and the residual Helmholtz function as a reasonable approximation 

for homonuclear HSCFs with side chains, while 'S;si+l = r- I and 

Yg.8 2 = r- 2 + fj + 312. 
I I+ 

16 
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To test the reliability of the proposed equations, we compare predicted results 

with computer-simulation data. Muller and Gubbins19 have reported simulation 

compressibility facto~s for homonuclear planar branched Y -type tetratomic and T-

type tetratomic molecules. Comparisons of results predicted by this work and those 

by computer simulation, shown in Figure 8, indicates good agreement. 

Hard-Sphere-Chain Fluids With Rings 

We consider a ring molecule composed of r hard spheres. There are r nearest-

neighbor and r next-to-neares!-neighbor segment pairs. Eqs.(21) and (22) are again 

used with r:8 .8 . = r and r:8 .8 . 2 = r. However, for ring trimers, there is no next-to-
' 1+1 l I+ \ 

nearest-neighbor segment pair, i.e., :s;s;+2 = 0. For ring tetramers, the number of next-

to-nearest-neighbor segment pairs is 2, i.e., f8.8. 
2 

= 2. 
r r+ 

Sear and Jackson26 have reported MC compressibility factors for equilateral 

triangle trimer , planar-square and tetrahedral tetramer and planar pentamer 

hard-sphere ring molecules. Figure 9, comparing predicted results with computer-

simulation data, indicates good a~eement. 

) ' 

V. EQUATION OF STATE FOR HETERONUCLEAR HARD-SPHERE-

CHAIN FLUIDS AND FLUID MIXTURES 

17 
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Next we consider a more general case. We consider a K-component mixture 

of hard-sphere-chains. Each component i contains N; molecules; each chain is 

composed of 'i tang~nt hard spheres with different diameters. The total number of 

chains is denoted by N = L;K N; . Altogether there are M different hard-sphere species 

in the mixture with different diameter u1,j=l, 2, 3, ... ,M. The number of hard spheres 

j in a molecule of component i is denoted by r1<;> . Let ljku> and ljki(i) represent the 

number of nearest-neighbor segment pairs of hard sphere j and hard sphere k, and the 

number of next-to-nearest-neighbor segment pair of hard-sphere j and hard sphere I 

with hard sphere kin between for a molecule of component i, respectively. We have 

M M MMM 

, L Lrjk(i) = 1j -1 , LLLrjkl(i) = 1f- 2 , i = I, ... ,K. 
j=lk=j i:=Ik=ll=j , 

(42) 

Eqs.(21) and (22) for the equation of state and the residual Helmholtz function are 

then extended. as follows: 

din (2e) p p _ _ K M M Ysisk(i) 
Z =-= rZ (a= 0) -[(r -1) + L ~ Lx;rku>11 -~d__:.._;;_~ 

Po I=IJ=Ik=J 1 TJ 
. dl (2e) 

K M M M n Ys ·SkSz(i) 
+ tr~~~~X;l~kl(i)T/ d~ ] 

(43) 

j3Ar - j3Ar(a = 0) K M M (2e) K M M M (2e) 

-K- = r K - L L LX;rJk(i) lny8 ·Sk(i)- L L L LX;Ijkl(i) lny8 ·SkSz(i) LN. "LrN. l=!j=lk=j J l=lj=lk=ll=j J 

j I j I I 

(44) 

18 
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where Z( a= ·o) and A r (a= 0) are calculated by the Mansoori-Carnahan-Starling-

Leland equation, i.e., eqs.(39,40), while B, E and Fin those equations are calculated 

from 

KM . KM KM 

~ "?21:1/}(i)(Yj 
B - z=lj=l 

- K , 

~ "?2N;'J(i)dj 
E - z=IJ=l · 

- K 

~ "?2N;'J(;)d] ;c K M 
F- z=lj=l "'"' _3 (45) - K , TJ = -

6 
~ ~'j(i)f);CYJ · 

L.N;r; 
i=l 

L.N;r; 
i=l 

"'N z=lj=l .£;;; .r, 
I I 

i=l 

Considering the difference betWeen the Camahan-Starling equation, i.e., eqs.(23,24), 

and the Mansoori-Camahan-Starling-Leland equation, we· can revise the effective two 

particle CCF for a nearest-neighbor segment pair and a next-to-nearest-neighbor 

segment pair, eqs.(25) and (28) for a homonuclear chain molecule, for application to 

heteronuclear chains: 

( ) 
B2 E 2 ( ) E i ( ) E i 

3+a2o F 11- l+b2o F2 1+b2o F2 . £3 
In (2e) 2 2 · 2 ( 1 ) 2 1 { _ \ 

Ys1Si,(i) = 2{1-rt} + 2{I-11}2 - +C2o Fl n 1-•u (46) 

(47) 

where 

Fi =(CYJ + CYt) I 2 (48) 

19 
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Pure Hard-Sphere Copolymers 

We consider a fluid of pure hard-sphere copolymers which consist of two 

monomers A and B with different sizes. Under different polymerization conditions, 

three common types, i.e., alternating, block and random copolymers, can be obtained. 

In those copolymers, there are three different nearest-neighbor segment pairs: A-A, 

B-B and A-B. The numbers of these in a molecule are rM,r88 and rAB, respectively. 

There. are six different next-to-nearest-neighbor segment pairs: A-A-A, A-A-B, A-B-

A, B-B-A, B-A-B and B-B-B; the numbers of these in a molecule are rAM· r MB· 

rABA· rBBA· rBAB and rBBB, respectively. Assuming there are rA monomer A and r8 

monomer B in a linear copolymer molecule, the following constraints must be 

obeyed: 

(50) 

The equation of state and the residual Helmholtz function for those copolymers can 

then be written as: 
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(51) 

RAr RAr(a = 0} 
_JJ_• - r fJ.' · - [r lny<2e) + r Iny<2e) + r. Iny<2e> + r Iny<2e) N - rN AA AA · AB AB BB BB AAA AAA 

I (2e) . 1 (2e) . •. . (2e) 1 (2e) 1 (2e)] 
+~n~+~n~+~n~+~n~+~n~ 

(52) 

For an alternating copolymer, the only nearest-neighbor segment pair is A-B. The 

only two different next-to-nearest-neighbor segment pairs are A-B-A and s:..A-B. The 
r ' . \, 

numbers of different segment pairs in a molecule are: 

rAB=r-1, (53) 
.'-

(54) 

For a block copolymer, the numbers of different segment pairs in a molecule are: 

(55) 

(56) 

For a random copolymer, the sequence is determined in a statistical sense. If the 

copolymer is completely random, the number of A-B nearest-neighbor segment pairs 
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is proportional to the product of XA , the probability of finding a segment A, and XB, 

the probability of finding a segment B in the copolymer. These probabilities are given 

by 

(57) 

Therefore, the numbers of different nearest-neighbor segment pairs in a molecule are: 

(58) 

Similarly, XaXPXr(a, fJ, y =A, B) is the probability of finding segments a, fJ and 

y. The numbers of different next-to-nearest-neighbour segment pairs in a molecule 

are: 

rAAA=(r-2)X~, rAAB=2(r-2)X~XB, 

rBBA =2(r-2)XAX~ , rBAB =(r-2)XAX~ , 
rABA =(r-2)X~XB 

rBBB = (r- 2)X1 
. (59) 

For any other type of copolymer, the numbers of different nearest-neighbor and next-

to-nearest-neighbor segment pairs can be detennined if the sequence is known. 
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Figure 10 compares predicted compressibility factors of a heteronuclear hard-

sphere dumbbell fluid with Archer and Jackson's- computer simulation results27
. 

Figures 11 and 12 sh~w comparisons for heteronuclear linear triatomic hard-spheres. 

Computer-simulation results are from Amos and Jackson18
. The prediction ts 

satisfactory. 

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Recent molecular-thermodynamic methods are characterized by two steps. 

We use statistical mechanics to derive analytical expressions as a first step. However, 

even for a simple hard-sphere fluid, analytical expressions cannot be obtained without 

introducing mathematical simplifications. To avoid mathematical problems, the 

common procedure is to introduce a reasonable model. The final expression obtained 

may then include some unknown coefficients which must be determined. In this 

/ 

work, we adopt a sticky-point model and approximate the r-particle cavity-correlation 

function by a product of nearest-neighbor and next-to-nearest-neighbor effective two-

particle cavity- correlation functions. The density dependences of those two-particle 

cavity correlation functions are unknown. Therefore, as a second step, we use 

computer- simulation results to determine those dependences. 

In this work, to obtain the unknown density dependence of CCFs, we use 

the Tildesley-Streett equation for hard-sp~ere dumbbells and computer-simulation 
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results for hard-sphere trimers. Our final molecular-thennodynamic model has 

predictive. value as indicated by satisfactory comparisons with computer-simulation 

results for homonuclear hard-sphere-chain fluids and fluid mixtures with or without 

side chains and rings as well as for heteronuclear, hard-sphere-chain fluids. 

The procedure in this work can be extended to chain fluids with attractive 

potentials. For example, for square-well chain fluids, we can use Alder's w9r~8 for 

square-well spheres as a reference. We can then use some computer-simulation 

results to determine the density dependence of effective two-particle cavity

correlation fu:D.ctions for square-well chain fluids. 

The present work can be used as a basis for developing practical equation of state 

for polymer solutions and polymer blends. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
/ 

Fig. 1 r-mer with a side chain. 

Fig. 2. Compressibility factors of 16-mer HSCF. 

Fig. 3. Compressibility factors of 51-mer HSCF. 

Fig. 4. Compressibility factors of201-mer HSCF. 

Fig. 5. Second virial coefficients ofHSCF. 
\ 

Fig. 6. Compressibility factors ofhomonuclear HSCF mixture. 

Fig. 7. Compressibility factors ofhomonuclear HSCF mixture. 

Fig. 8. Compressibility factors ofhomonuclear planar Y-type and T-type tetratomic HSCF. 

Fig. 9. Compressibility factors of 4-mer ring HSCF. 

Fig. 10. Compressibility factors ofheteronuclear 2-mer HSCF. 

Fig. 11. Compressibility factors ofheteronuclear 3-mer HSCF. 

Fig. 12. Compressibility factors ofheteronuclear 3-mer HSCF. 

( 
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